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Abstract: Individual differences and polysemy have rich literatures in cognitive linguistics, but little is said about the prospect of individual differences in polysemy. This article reports an investigation that sought to establish whether people vary in the senses of a polysemous word that they find meaningful, and to develop a novel methodology to study polysemy. The methodology combined established tools: sentence-sorting tasks, a rarely used statistical model of inter-participant agreement, and network visualisation. Two hundred and five English-speaking participants completed one of twelve sentence-sorting tasks on two occasions, separated by a delay of two months. Participants varied in how similarly they sorted the sentences as compared to other participants, and mean agreement across all 24 tasks did not meet an established threshold of acceptable agreement. Between the two test phases, inter-participant agreement varied to a significant but trivial degree. Networks generated for each dataset varied in the degree to which they captured all participants’ responses. This variation correlated with inter-participant agreement. The data collectively suggest that word senses may be subject to individual differences, as is the case in other linguistic phenomena. The methodology proved replicable and has a promise as a useful tool for studying polysemy.
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1 Introduction

Cognitive linguists have shown enduring curiosity about individual differences and polysemy but have said little about the prospect of individual differences in polysemy. Indeed, while noting “inevitable individual differences” in senses across adult native English speakers, Carston (2021: 11) acknowledges that there is a “bigger story to tell, … one that accommodates individual differences.” (p. 16). Natural language processing (NLP) scholars, particularly those who develop word
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sense disambiguation (WSD) algorithms, have long assumed that such differences exist. Moreover, evidence gathered using WSD methods indicates that this is the case. It is unclear why this has not been picked up in cognitive linguistics, since individual differences have been observed by scholars in the field across a wide range of linguistic phenomena. This article seeks to address this gap in the field’s literature by asking a simple question: do individuals have different senses of a given polysemous word? Of course, the idea that they might is anything but simple. However, the theoretical scope of this article is intentionally focused and simple, seeking only to examine quantitative data to explore whether such differences might exist. Only then can the field begin to explore what factors shape these differences and consider the implications of individual differences for existing descriptions of polysemy, such as how senses are related (or not), and what model of categorisation best describes their representation. As part of this aim, and in response to the call for our conclusions to be borne out of data, quantitative or otherwise (Dąbrowska 2016), the article also asks whether some established methods can be combined to create a novel methodology, enabling new insights about polysemy.

1.1 Individual differences

The proposition that not all members of a linguistic community acquire the same linguistic system runs counter to generative theories and is undermined by empirical research. Kidd et al. (2018) review recent research on individual differences in language acquisition and processing, concluding that variation may pervade the entire linguistic system. LuCiD, the landmark study of 80 English-learning children from 6 months to 4.6 years, has generated a vast literature indicating the roles of various dimensions of difference in language acquisition (LuCiD 2021).

Individual differences persist into adulthood. ERP studies of language comprehension reviewed by Tanner et al. (2018) indicate both quantitative differences (i.e., in N400 and P600 amplitudes), and qualitative differences (i.e., different types of effects across individuals). In a review of investigations of differences in linguistic attainment between high academically achieving (HAA) and low academically achieving (LAA) populations, Dąbrowska (2012) notes that while HAA participants typically performed at ceiling level – meaning that their responses are typically homogenous and correct – LAA participants showed greater variation in their responses to a range of linguistic stimuli. Her recent work concludes that individual differences are observed even in everyday-occurring grammatical constructions. For example, 41% of native English-speaking
participants participating in a grammatical comprehension test performed below chance with the locative with quantifier construction (e.g., every pencil is in a box) (Dąbrowska 2018). Skoe et al. (2017) propose that variation in reading ability in adults may result from variation in auditory brainstem function. Personality type is implicated in explaining certain individual differences. Dunlop et al. (2020) describe systematic variation in first person pronoun use according to adult romantic attachment styles. Duffy et al. (2014) observe differences in interpretation of McGlone and Harding’s (1998) ambiguous statement The meeting originally scheduled for next Wednesday has been moved forward two days. Participants displaying conscientious behaviours typically used the Moving Time perspective to interpret the statement, saying the meeting will now be held on Monday. Those showing procrastinating behaviours adopt the Moving Ego perspective, saying that the meeting will now be held on Friday. The same pattern was found in self-reported conscientiousness and procrastination (Duffy and Feist 2014). Stamenković et al. (2019) argue that differences in metaphor comprehension may be explained by differences in fluid and crystallised intelligence, i.e., in reasoning and information organisation abilities.

Several factors have been proposed to account for individual differences across the linguistic system, and biology, personality and intelligence appear to play key roles in shaping an individual’s language. Of interest to cognitive linguists is the role of exposure in shaping both children’s and adults’ language. Diessel (2017: 2) summarises the argument, “As frequency strengthens the representation of linguistic elements in memory, it facilitates the activation and processing of words, categories, and constructions, which in turn can have long-lasting effects on the organization of linguistic knowledge in the language network.”

This can be tested in studies where exposure to a particular linguistic phenomenon is expected to vary across participants. Street and Dąbrowska (2010) found that comprehension of passive constructions correlated with level of academic attainment and argued that this could be explained by the fact that HAA participants will have more exposure to the formal written texts in which the passive is generally found. In Dąbrowska’s more recent work she concluded that vocabulary and collocational knowledge correlated with print exposure (Dąbrowska 2018).

If individuals have different linguistic systems, how is successful communication achieved?¹ In the context of the present study, it may seem problematic to posit an account of major individual differences in word senses. After all, if the meaning that a pair of individuals attribute to a single example of a polysemous

¹ However, as Ferreira et al. (2002) note, communication is not always successful.
word differs, it is possible that the meaning intended by the speaker will not correspond to the listener’s interpretation. However, successful communication takes place between individuals with markedly different linguistic systems (e.g., children and their caregivers), and when speech is disfluent (Ferreira et al. 2002). In a study comparing computational models’ and native speakers’ performance in their choice of six synonymous Russian try-verbs, Divjak et al. (2016: 27) proposed that multiple computational models of grammar can explain usage. Indeed, they recommend that the pursuit of a “single ‘best’ model” of human grammar should be side-lined in favour of developing multiple models, representing individual variation in grammar. In a somewhat different explanation of successful communication despite individual differences in grammar, Ferreira et al. (2002) propose that successful sentence interpretation in normal communicative situations is based on a “good enough” model of sentence processing, and that successful processing and interpretation is supported by contextual information.

1.2 Individual differences in word senses

Polysemy has a long history in cognitive linguistics. This longevity is perhaps motivated by the argument that polysemy is an example of linguistic categorisation (e.g., Taylor 2003). This argument aligns with the cognitive commitment (Lakoff 1990), which demands that theories about language must be compatible with what is known about cognition more broadly. To find that polysemy is an example of categorisation—a fundamental cognitive process—would bring credibility to cognitive linguists’ argument that language is one of several interrelated cognitive functions. Consequently, much of the energy spent on exploring polysemy has been dedicated to establishing the nature of categorisation, particularly which model of categorisation best accommodates what we know about polysemy (Gries 2015). The field has, however, said little about the prospect of individual differences in polysemy, despite its longstanding interest in variation elsewhere in language, and despite the interesting theoretical and methodological implications that such differences would have. Indeed, the canonical literature by Brugman (1981), Brugman and Lakoff (1988), and Tyler and Evans (2001), while offering rich and ‘principled’ analyses of the senses of over, does not leave open the possibility that individuals may have different senses of a polysemous word. They further propose network representations of the senses which, in the absence of any caveat to the contrary, we might assume to be invariant. A network representation is a reasonable suggestion if we assume that senses are related to each other, but we should be mindful that their development has typically drawn heavily on
introspection (see Section 1.3.1 for further discussion). Beyond cognitive linguistics, one could wonder whether the very existence of lists of senses in dictionaries presupposes that senses are constant across a language community.

While the prospect of individual differences in word senses has received little scrutiny in cognitive linguistics, research in natural language processing (NLP) has produced, perhaps inadvertently, a body of evidence supporting this idea. Word sense disambiguation (WSD) scholars have found that agreement with “gold standards”, i.e., with expert judgements about which sense tag should be applied to each individual example of a polysemous word, varies across individuals (conventionally referred to as annotators), whether they are also “experts”, or “naïve”, non-expert annotators. This (dis)agreement is typically measured using one of a family of inter-annotator agreement measures that includes Krippendorff’s alpha, \( \alpha \), Cohen’s kappa, \( \kappa \), Rand, and adjustments of Rand such as Morey & Agresti used in this research (Artstein and Poesio 2008; Morey and Agresti 1984; Rand 1971; see Section 1.3.4 for discussion of how agreement values are interpreted). When asked to assign examples of a word to a predetermined category based on the meaning of that word in the example, annotators agree with the gold standard to varying extents. Exceptionally high inter-annotator agreement was found in Snow et al.’s (2008) study, in which naïve annotators were asked to classify examples of the word president. They reached complete consensus with the gold standard; however, president was to be classified into one of only three possible categories: (1) executive officer of a firm, corporation or university, (2) head of a country (other than the U.S.), or (3) head of the U.S., President of the United States. An example at the opposite end of the scale comes from Passonneau et al. (2012a) WSD study of normal; trained annotators agreed with each other less than would be expected by chance. Between these two extremes, research demonstrates intermediate agreement. Using \( \alpha \), Bhardwaj et al. (2010: 4) found agreement amongst trained annotators ranged from “about 0.5 to 0.7 for nouns and adjectives, and about 0.37 to 0.46 for verbs”, versus from 0.08 to 0.15 for adjectives amongst untrained annotators. Passonneau et al. (2010), also using \( \alpha \), found that trained annotators’ decisions gave agreement scores ranging from 0.37 to 0.68. The fact that in these and similar studies the annotators each undertake identical tasks indicates differences in the extent to which individuals agree with each other about how the pre-set sense categories are used, and therefore they vary in how well they agree with the gold standard. Further, the extent of their
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2 A reviewer rightly observed that a contemporary reader of these seminal works should consider the technological constraints that might have necessitated an introspective approach. Brugman (1981), for example undertook research in a pre-internet landscape that had neither widely accessible corpora nor other means of gathering the large volumes of data we might expect today.
agreement varies according to the word they are examining (Bhardwaj et al. 2010; Passonneau et al. 2009). Passonneau et al. (2009: 3) propose three factors that might affect agreement:

1. Greater specificity in the contexts of use leads to higher agreement,
2. More concrete senses give rise to higher agreement,
3. A sense inventory with closely related senses (e.g., relatively lower average inter-sense similarity scores) gives rise to lower agreement.

Later, the authors explore the effect of individual words on inter-annotator agreement and suggest that words that can be found in contexts that are more open to subjective interpretation may explain some cases of disagreement; this likely ties in with the second factor, cited above (Passonneau et al. 2012b). They suggest, for example, that the adjective *fair* is inherently more subjective than the adjective *long*, which describes a measurable physical property. Other research notes that the subjectivity of a word may be a product of different “perception[s] and experience[s] of individuals”, giving *justice* as an example of a word that derives its “meaning from cultural norms that may differ from community to community” (Bhardwaj et al. 2010: 2).

These studies suggest that different people assign the same examples of a word to different sense categories, suggestive of individual differences in word senses. To a reader versed in NLP literature, these findings will not come as a surprise. As Passonneau et al. (2009: 3) put it, “It is widely recognized that achieving high [agreement] scores [...] is difficult for word sense annotation,” while Passonneau et al. (2010: 1) say “variation in word sense annotation across annotators should be expected as a consequence of usage variation.” They note that in lexicographic and linguistic literature, “it is taken for granted that there will be differences in judgment across language users regarding word sense” (Passonneau et al. 2012b: 11). In the cognitive linguistic literature, typical studies of polysemy make no reference to the idea that different speakers would judge a single example of a polysemous word to exemplify different senses.

### 1.3 Methodological practise in studying polysemy

This article seeks to develop a robust methodology for investigating individual differences in polysemy. This section reviews some existing approaches to analysing polysemous words and their senses.
1.3.1 Introspection

Introspection, which Talmy (2007) defines as “conscious attention directed by a language user to particular aspects of language as manifest in her own cognition” has a rich methodological tradition within and beyond cognitive linguistics. Of its role in studying word meaning, Talmy argues that “introspection has the advantage over other methodologies in seemingly being the only one able to access [meaning] directly.” (2007: xiii). Some of the canonical literature in polysemy (e.g., Brugman 1981; Brugman and Lakoff 1988; Tyler and Evans 2001) propose senses of over, and describe how those senses relate to each other, on the basis of introspection. Introspection certainly has a place in the linguists’ toolkit and indeed the technological and methodological constraints at play during early cognitive linguistic research on polysemy may themselves explain why introspection was the methodology of choice. However, when description of a linguistic phenomenon rests solely on the outcome of introspection by a handful of experts at most, we should use caution in speculating about their cognitive reality. This caution is justified; research on expert introspection in the description of linguistic phenomena has found the resulting analyses wanting (Bradac et al. 1980; Dąbrowska 2010; Gibbs 2006; Gordon and Hendrick 1997; Labov 1972; Miller 1962; Ross 1979; Schütze 1996; Schwarz-Friesel 2012; Spencer 1973; Sprouse and Schütze 2017). Moreover, semanticists are not immune to semantic satiation (James 1962); indeed, it seems fair to wonder whether a close focus on a particular word makes them more prone to it.

1.3.2 Sorting tasks

Sentence-sorting tasks are an obvious choice for studying polysemy. Cognitive linguists take polysemy as an example of linguistic categorisation, so it seems only natural that the sorting tasks used in cognitive psychological studies of categorisation are used to understand categories in language. Work by Rice and colleagues used sentence-sorting tasks to investigate the polysemous prepositions at, on and in. In each case, every participant sorted examples of each word; 20 examples for each word in Sandra and Rice (1995), and 50 each in Rice (1996) and Rice et al. (1999). Baker (1999) recruited participants to sort up to 244 examples of see in an open-sort task. Beyond polysemy, Divjak and Gries (2008) used a smaller but progressive task in their study of near-synonymous Russian verbs; in that case, each participant sorted nine sentences, representing examples of different near-synonymous verbs, each time according to more specific instructions.

Sentence-sorting tasks reveal the categories people make when they are asked to sort stimuli according to a criterion, using pre-set categories (in closed-sort tasks), or using their own categories (in open-sort tasks). In this study, participants
sorted sentences based on the meaning of a target word: either over, under, above, or below. This study assumed that the categories people make are indicators of (some of) the senses they find meaningful.

### 1.3.3 Statistical analysis

Sorting task data is straightforward to interpret using agreement statistics and data visualisation techniques. Baker (1999) introduced Morey and Agresti’s adjusted Rand to the study of polysemy, but it has been absent from linguistics since. It is similar to Kappa, $\kappa$ (Cohen 1960); both are magnitude statistics of pairwise agreement, do not offer significance values, and have the same range of values, ranging from $−1.0$ (total disagreement) through $0$ (chance agreement) to $1.0$ (perfect agreement). Unlike $\kappa$, the adjusted Rand is used in open-sort tasks. It does not require subjects to use the same number of groups.

Ironically, what constitutes an acceptable level of agreement is the subject of disagreement. Research has not studied acceptable levels of agreement using Morey and Agresti’s adjusted Rand but focuses on $\kappa$; due to their similarity, conclusions about acceptability of $\kappa$ values are extended here to the adjusted Rand. Artstein and Poesio describe the interpretation of agreement scores as “little more than a black art” (2008: 576). They note that agreement scores in computational linguistics research tend to follow the interpretation conventions adopted in content analysis, in which values of 0.8 or higher constitute good agreement, and in which tentative conclusions may be drawn from values between 0.67 and 0.8. This scale continues to be used, and indeed generalised to other agreement models such as Sklar’s Omega, a Gaussian copula-based framework (Hughes 2018). However, they observe that other authors propose more stringent interpretations; Neuendorf (2002: 3) recommends considering values of 0.9 or more as acceptable in all situations, 0.8 to 0.9 as acceptable in most situations, and values less than 0.8 to constitute great disagreement. Following Neuendorf, the threshold for acceptable agreement in this article is 0.8.

### 1.3.4 Network analysis

Networks have an established place in the study of semantic knowledge and word meaning (see, for example, Brugman 1981; Collins and Quillian 1969; Hollan 1975; Lindner 1981; Quillian 1969). Brugman’s (1981) analysis of over has inspired a rich body of work exploring the notion that senses of polysemous words can be represented as networks (Brugman and Lakoff 1988; Li and Joanisse 2021; Rice 2003). Tyler and Evans (2001) proposed a ‘principled’ means of identifying a central sense, delineating senses, and establishing relationships between senses.
Describing a polysemous word as a network is reasonable if we assume that its senses are related. However, these proposals are driven by introspective analyses by the authors. They therefore lack objectivity and are absent of any tests of representativity amongst native speakers. Nonetheless, technology exists to explore whether networks do have a role in the study of polysemy.

Network theory is conventionally associated with the study of complex systems and has been used, for example, to study biological processes and food webs (Newman 2012). Networks, illustrated in Figure 1, consist of nodes connected by edges. For example, in a food web, nodes represent species in an ecosystem, while edges represent predator–prey relations. Network algorithms can also produce communities, “groups of nodes with dense intra-community edges and sparse inter-community connections” (Kauffman et al. 2014); in the network in Figure 1, nodes are organised into three communities. Communities provide further detail about the structure of the network, and can reveal unknown or unexpected modules (Blondel et al. 2008). In this study, nodes represent the stimulus sentences and edges represent a participant’s decision to categorise them into the same group. Good et al. (2010: 1) note that communities within a network might provide a “principled way to reduce or coarse-grain a system by dividing global heterogeneity into relatively homogenous substructures.” Following this, communities are understood to capture similar sentences, and might be understood as senses.

Figure 1: Nodes, edges and communities in a network (Newman 2012).
Modularity values are a means of detecting and characterising community structure (Newman 2006). In this study, a modularity value quantifies how well the network captures all participants’ sorting decisions and produces distinct communities (a difficult task if participants disagree with each other). Values range from −1 to 1. A “good” set of communities has a modularity value closer to 1 and will feature groups that have more internal connections than would be expected at random. A “bad” set of communities has a modularity value closer to zero, reflecting no more connections between community members than expected by chance (Good et al. 2010). Networks with a modularity value of less than zero feature fewer connections between nodes than would be expected by chance. However, Good et al. (2010) and Levallois (2013) urge caution when interpreting modularity values and suggest taking them lightly. A means of testing the utility of modularity values is to compare them with established measures. In this study, agreement between participants over how stimuli should be categorised is measured statistically, using Morey and Agresti’s adjusted Rand. This study thus provides the opportunity to understand whether there is a relationship between statistical agreement calculated for each task, and the modularity value of each associated network. A significant relationship would both inform how modularity values can be interpreted and indicate a role for network visualisations for studying polysemy.

1.3.5 A new method for studying polysemy?

This section has described the precedents for using sentence-sorting tasks in polysemy research, using statistical models of agreement to interpret sorting data, and invoking networks as a means of describing the organisation and representation of polysemous words and their senses. Until now, these tools have operated in isolation (excepting Baker 1999, who combines sorting tasks with the adjusted Rand). Cognitive linguists increasingly call for empirical approaches to studying linguistic phenomena (Dąbrowska 2016). The seminal polysemy networks produced by Brugman (1981), Brugman and Lakoff (1988), and Tyler and Evans (2001), methodologically constrained as they were, cannot meet this imperative. Network theory proper, though, proposes that networks emerge from data representing connections between entities, so as long as we have the data, we needn’t throw the baby out with the bathwater. Networks might have a role to play in cognitive linguistic models of polysemy, and there is an opportunity to use data gathered using sorting tasks to establish whether network visualisations are useful tools.
1.4 Summary and objectives

Evidence from the cognitive linguistic literature indicates that at least some aspects of language vary across individuals. To date this prospect has not received consideration in the discipline’s work on polysemy. Individual differences, conversely, are widely assumed, and indeed observed, in NLP research. However, NLP research focuses on the practical issues that such differences pose to developing disambiguation algorithms, rather than their theoretical implications. This article aims to build on NLP work by examining individual differences in polysemy from a theoretical perspective; specifically, from a cognitive linguistic perspective. Its theoretical aim is sharply focused on the question of whether individuals vary in the senses of a polysemous word that they find meaningful, i.e., whether there are individual differences in word senses. This article also seeks to make a practical contribution. It examines whether three tools typically used in isolation in the study of polysemy can be drawn together to form a robust methodology to answer this question.

2 Methodology

This section describes a novel methodology for studying word senses, combining sentence-sorting tasks with statistical and network analyses.

2.1 The task

Sentence-sorting tasks, described in Section 1.3.2, can be administered as ‘open-sort tasks’, in which participants organise sentences into groups of their own making. A ‘closed-sort task’ requires participants to categorise sentences into predetermined categories. Open-sort tasks are used here.

2.2 Participants

Two hundred and five native English speakers aged 18 or over completed the experiment in full. Participants were recruited using Reddit Sample Size; the sample reflects the website’s demographics, and the majority (84%) of participants was born in North America. Level of educational attainment varied from incomplete secondary school-level education to doctoral qualification. No incentive was given.
2.3 Stimuli

Stimuli consisted of 12 sets of 36 examples of one of over, under, above, or below. Sentences were extracted from the Internet and the British National Corpus, edited to make the examples well-formed sentences. The target word was printed in upper case, the remaining text in sentence case. Where necessary, sentences were edited to reduce their length; this maximised the number of sentences that could be displayed simultaneously. Three sets of stimuli were used for each of the four target words: a set of 36 spatial uses of the target word; a set of 36 non-spatial uses; and a mixed set of an equal number of spatial and non-spatial uses taken from the spatial and non-spatial sets. These coarse distinctions were made by the author, informed by small-scale preliminary work (Ramsey 2016). Participants were randomly assigned to one of these 12 tasks.

2.4 Procedure

Participants completed the task online using Optimal Sort, a web-based card sorting platform, using a laptop or desktop computer. Before starting the task, information about the task and how responses would be stored was presented on the screen. Participants were required to read and confirm that they understood this and provide their informed consent to participate. Participants were then shown written instructions about how to complete the task. Briefly, they were instructed to sort a set of sentences into one or more groups, based on what the capitalised target word meant in each sentence. It was emphasised that the goal of the task was to sort all sentences into groups in which the meaning of the capitalised target word was the same in each member of the group. The instructions disappeared when the participant moved the first sentence but could be recalled at any time.

The task was then revealed on the screen. Sentences were presented in random order in a column on the left side of the screen, with a large sorting pane to the centre and right of the screen. Participants were advised to read all sentences, considering carefully what the target word meant in each. They were then required to move each sentence into the sorting pane to create a group, after which further sentences could be dragged and dropped into each group. Sentences could be moved in and out of groups until the participant was satisfied with their sorting decisions. Participants were required to label each group in a way that captured the meaning of the target word in all member sentences. Participants were required to sort all stimuli before they could submit their responses.
2.5 Statistical analysis

Data were analysed for inter-participant agreement in R (R Core Team 2013) using Morey and Agresti’s adjusted Rand (Morey and Agresti 1984) in the clues package (Chang et al. 2010).

2.6 Network analysis

Networks were produced in Gephi (Bastian et al. 2009) using the Force Atlas algorithm; one network was produced for each task. Two types of data were input. Node data corresponded to the 36 sentences participants sorted. Edge data was the proportion of participants that sorted each possible pair of sentences into the same group.

2.7 Replication

The study aimed to add to cognitive linguistic methodology by presenting a new tool for studying word senses, comprising a web-based sorting task analysed using an under-used statistical model and a network visualisation algorithm. To test the rigour of this new methodology, the study was replicated after two months with the same participants. Participants were not informed that the two tasks they would complete were identical.

3 Results

The remainder of this article presents the findings of the study and explores their theoretical and methodological implications. Each of the tasks to which a participant could be assigned, and each testing phase, are named using the formula [word] [type of stimuli] [testing phase]. For example, participants who sorted examples of over that reflected a combination of spatial AND non-spatial senses first completed over mixed T1, and two months later completed over mixed T2.

Participants’ data was quality checked against two criteria. Data that fell foul of either or both criteria was discarded.

1. The logic of sentence-sorting decisions is discernible.3

3 A study of individual differences in word senses inherently allows for participants’ sorting decisions to differ from my own. However, in cases where it was impossible to understand the participants’ sorting rationale, their data was discarded.
2. All free-text entries (in pre-task demographic questions, and group labels) are coherent.

Before I present the analyses, I provide in Table 1 a sample of the data on which these analyses were performed, to enable a visual understanding of what the following, more abstract, analyses are based on. The table shows the groups that participants BMi15 and BMi16 sorted the stimuli into in the below mixed T1 task.

Table 1: Groups made by participants BMi15 and BMi16 in below mixed T1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BMi15</th>
<th>BMi16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BELOW the crags a well-built tunnel could be seen.</td>
<td>Lower down, but not directly underneath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELOW the front windows the extension was divided into two sections.</td>
<td>Directly lower down on some physical vertical surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congress is somewhere BELOW cockroaches and traffic jams in Americans’ esteem.</td>
<td>Lower (metaphorical) ranking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t paint BELOW the windowsill.</td>
<td>Directly lower down on some physical vertical surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill in BELOW all the tasks that you do in a typical day.</td>
<td>Further down on written instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Give us your fun verdict by dialling the numbers BELOW.</td>
<td>Further down on written instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He is an unenthusiastic and BELOW average soldier.</td>
<td>Lower (metaphorical) ranking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He performed BELOW par last time.</td>
<td>Lower (metaphorical) ranking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He set a price BELOW the existing supplier’s 1994 prices.</td>
<td>Lower (metaphorical) prices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I called out to the people on the beach BELOW, but they didn’t hear me.</td>
<td>Lower down, but not directly underneath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I pinned my name badge BELOW the logo on my tshirt.</td>
<td>Directly lower down on some physical vertical surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the situations listed BELOW identify what your information needs would be.</td>
<td>Further down on written instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instead of being up high the box was down BELOW.</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It will be argued BELOW that economic reconstruction was a success.</td>
<td>Further down on written instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look at the sentence BELOW, what does it say?</td>
<td>Further down on written instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul had performed BELOW expectation.</td>
<td>Lower (metaphorical) ranking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1: (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BMI15</th>
<th>BMI16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serve with Sharp sauce (see BELOW).</td>
<td>Further down on written instructions under – physical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She had a mole just BELOW her right eye.</td>
<td>Directly lower down on some physical vertical surface under – physical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabith stood BELOW, watching him.</td>
<td>Lower down, but not directly underneath under – physical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The campus was shrinking BELOW me into a collection of children’s play houses.</td>
<td>Lower down, but not directly underneath under – physical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The crocodile sank BELOW the surface.</td>
<td>Lower down through some opaque medium under – physical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The loss is a little BELOW £3,200.</td>
<td>Lower (metaphorical) prices under – metaphorical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The people in the flat BELOW wouldn’t stop shouting.</td>
<td>Lower down through some opaque medium under – physical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The sales value was well BELOW target.</td>
<td>Lower (metaphorical) prices under – metaphorical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The sleeves gradually get tighter and end BELOW the elbow.</td>
<td>Beyond, on a dimension which is implicitly downwards beyond</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The walk provides wonderful views of Malerstang BELOW.</td>
<td>Lower down, but not directly underneath beyond under – physical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are two iron rings on the wall BELOW the painting.</td>
<td>Directly lower down on some physical vertical surface under – physical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is a £20 surcharge on orders BELOW £50.</td>
<td>Lower (metaphorical) prices under – metaphorical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There’s no level BELOW which the wages may not fall.</td>
<td>Lower (metaphorical) prices under – metaphorical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They established an iron foundry in the valley BELOW the church in 1790.</td>
<td>Lower down, but not directly underneath beyond under – metaphorical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We brought in forty million pounds BELOW the target amount.</td>
<td>Lower (metaphorical) prices under – metaphorical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We dredged BELOW the mud at the bottom of the river.</td>
<td>Lower down through some opaque medium under – physical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We must set standards of achievement BELOW which they must not fall.</td>
<td>Lower (metaphorical) ranking under – metaphorical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When we got BELOW the next layer the concentrations became stronger.</td>
<td>Lower down through some opaque medium under – physical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You wouldn’t be doing the job if you were BELOW that level.</td>
<td>Lower (metaphorical) ranking under – metaphorical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your mates are down BELOW, watching you.</td>
<td>Lower down, but not directly underneath under – physical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistical analysis: inter-participant agreement.
Mean pairwise agreement, summarised in Table 2, varied considerably across tasks, from 0.25 (under spatial T1 and T2) to 0.79 (over mixed T1). For reference, agreement between the above participants, BMi15 and BMi16, is 0.49.

Neuendorf (2002) proposes that agreement below 0.8 reflects great disagreement. Using this threshold, the data indicate that, on the whole, participants do not reach consensus with each other about how the sentences should be sorted. Taking the categories participants create as the senses they find meaningful, this indicates that there may be individual differences in word senses.

Further, standard deviations reveal differences in how varied pairwise agreement is across the tasks. In other words, the degree to which pairs of participants agree about how the sentences should be sorted appears to vary according to the target word, and the broad sense type of this word (spatial, non-spatial, or mixed). Comparing below mixed (SD = 0.21) and below spatial (SD = 0.13) at T1, for example, the distribution of agreement values amongst participants who sorted a combination of spatial and non-spatial examples of below is more volatile than those who only sorted spatial examples. Across the target words, there is greatest variation in pairwise agreement in over spatial and under spatial, and above mixed and below mixed.

3.1 Network analysis

In this research, a network’s modularity value quantifies how well the network captures all participants’ sorting decisions and produces distinct communities. Networks that represent every participant’s sorting decisions perfectly would have
a modularity value of 1; those that correspond less well to all participants’ decisions will have a lower modularity value. Visually, these manifest as networks with discrete communities, and as increasingly undifferentiated communities, respectively. Figures 2 and 3 indicate the structural contrast between networks with the highest and lowest modularity values observed in this study. Figure 2 shows a network with five communities of varying degrees of delineation. The two communities in Figure 3 are broad and poorly differentiated.\(^4\) In this study, we might expect that networks with low modularity values will be generated using data that records low inter-participant agreement.

As shown in Table 2, networks produced using this data varied in their modularity, ranging from 0.14 for Under spatial T1, to 0.67 for Over non-spatial T2. Pearson’s \(r\) was used to investigate whether there was a relationship between inter-participant agreement recorded for each task, and the modularity value of its associated network. This produced a strong and significant correlation (\(r = 0.953, p = 0.000\)).

### 3.2 Replication

The study sought to test the rigour of this new methodology and was replicated after two months. The approach taken here was to establish whether there are

\(^4\) Network visualisations are provided as Supplementary Materials. Due to their size, they are best viewed on a monitor.
significant and meaningful differences in the levels of agreement between participants at T1 and T2, and whether the networks differed in their modularity at T1 and T2. Such differences, if observed, would undermine the rigour of the methodology. A paired samples t-test measured whether the degree to which each participant agreed with every other participant in their task differed significantly between testing phases. Cohen’s $d$ measured the effect size of any such difference, i.e., whether the difference was meaningful. Effect size was interpreted following Cohen (1988), who proposed that $d$ values of 0.8, 0.5, and 0.2 represented large, medium and small effect sizes respectively. Mean agreement was 0.56 (SD = 0.21) at T1, and 0.60 (SD = 0.21) at T2. While the t-test indicated a significant difference in agreement between T1 and T2, the effect size indicates that the difference is trivial: $t(1759) = 4.10, p > 0.0001, d = 0.19$. This outcome indicates that the degree to which participants (dis)agree about how the sentences should be sorted varies between testing phases, but the difference is minor. Indeed, this outcome can be reasonably expected in research that studies decisions such as these by a group of human participants. Consistency of network modularity was likewise tested with a paired samples t-test. Mean modularity was 0.42 (SD = 0.14) at T1, and 0.45 (SD = 0.14) at
The t-test indicated no significant differences between network modularity at T1 and T2: \( t(11) = 1.28, p = 0.23, d = 0.21 \).

4 Discussion

The following section discusses the implications of these findings for cognitive linguistic theory and methodology, before speculating on their practical implications for WSD research.

4.1 Individual differences in word senses

These findings augment the large body of work that has found individual differences in linguistic phenomena. Kidd et al. (2018) argue that all aspects of adult and child linguistic systems are characterised by individual differences. The data gathered here indicate individual differences in word senses, but further research is needed to understand what causal factors determine these differences. If linguistic categories form through exposure and usage, those who work in “language rich” (Kidd et al. 2018) environments may display different sorting decisions. For example, a participant employed as a manual labourer may make different sorting decisions than a participant who is employed as a secretary, due to differences in language exposure across these occupations. Moreover, these differences might manifest at an item level. Uses of above, for example, that are predominantly found in written text such as The process, described ABOVE, is clear to all, might be sorted differently by these participants due to difference in exposure to print, even if they agree about how other examples should be sorted.

4.2 Successful communication despite individual differences in word senses

Ferreira et al. (2002) offer an interesting explanation of how we succeed in communicating despite individual differences in grammar, proposing that sentence interpretation is based on a “good enough” model of sentence processing, and that successful processing and interpretation is supported by contextual information. We might extend this argument to account for the incongruity between variation in word senses and (generally) successful communication. In the study reported here, participants engaged in a disambiguation experiment rather than in a conversation that required explicit disambiguation. This artificial scenario thus
lacks contextual information that a conversation might provide. In a natural communicative situation, context might provide information and disambiguation or categorisation biases that produce different categorisation decisions than those observed here.

Such an account assumes that successful disambiguation depends on fine-grained senses. Computational linguists have claimed that, on the contrary, disambiguation beyond even the homograph-like level is rarely necessary for human and computer understanding, and that division of these very coarse senses into more fine-grained sub-senses is only done if successful communication depends on it (Ide and Wilks 2007: 66). This may be compatible with Ferreira, Bailey, and Ferraro’s argument. Let us consider Ide and Wilks’ very coarse-grained senses, which have the potential to consist of more fine-grained senses. It seems feasible that the senses that emerge in the sorting task reported here might, at least by some participants, be collapsed into a smaller number of coarser senses. If we were to pair up two such participants in a conversational scenario, it is possible that these coarser senses might overlap. Let us take as an example the categorisation decisions made by participants BMi15 and BMi16, shown in Table 1, looking specifically at the category to which they assigned the sentence *The sleeves gradually get tighter and end below the elbow*. Participant BMi15 assigned it to a single-member group labelled **BEYOND, ON A DIMENSION WHICH IS IMPLICITLY DOWNWARD**. Participant BMi16 assigned that sentence to a group labelled **BEYOND**, along with three other sentences. The categorisation decisions, when adopting a fine-grained approach, therefore differ. However, it might be the case that both participants would agree that this sentence is an example of a broader **INFERIOR POSITION** sense. If this sentence arose in conversation between BMi15 and BMi16, and if the success of the conversation depends on accessing a fine-grained sense, a mismatch in interpretation might occur. However, if accessing a broad sense allows for “good enough” interpretation, no mismatch will occur, since they both belong to the same broader, collapsed sense.

These ideas, that word senses vary across individuals, and that successful communication might depend on accessing a coarse-grained sense, cast doubt on the idea that a fine-grained exposition of word senses is necessary in a cognitively realistic description of language. The cognitive status of fine-grained distinctions has long been questioned in the field (e.g., Sandra and Rice 1995). It is beyond the scope of this article to establish the level of granularity needed in a realistic description, and while slight differences in meaning might not be necessary for typical communication, they might have a role in other forms of communication such as wordplay. Such an understanding would be of value to linguistic theory, and to resolving the practical constraints that hold back the long-awaited step-change in NLP progress.
4.3 Introspection as a methodology

Individuals appear to classify examples of polysemous words in different ways, despite receiving identical guidelines instructing them to categorise the stimuli only according to the meaning of the target word. This presents a challenge to introspection-based studies of polysemy at both a theoretical level and a practical level; for example, in building “gold standards”, databases of annotated corpora used to train and evaluate (semi-) supervised WSD algorithms. Indeed, even though computational linguists have long acknowledged the problem of human annotation (Kilgarriff 1998) contemporary WSD models continue to be trained and evaluated on human-annotated gold standards (e.g., Moreno-Ortiz et al. 2020). These findings discourage an introspection-based analysis of polysemous words and indicate that scholars should acknowledge that the distinctions that they find meaningful might not be meaningful to other speakers. Consequently, I argue that an introspection-based analysis of the senses of polysemous words might be neither generalisable nor cognitively realistic. I also respond to Talmy’s claim that “introspection has the advantage over other methodologies in seemingly being the only one able to access [meaning] directly” (2007: xiii). The fact that participants in this research produced groups of sentences that appear to follow logical and non-random categorisation principles suggests that Talmy might be right. However, his claim, which forms part of his larger argument over the utility of introspection in linguistic research, does not account for the possibility – which has been realised in this study – that when an individual encounters a pair of examples of a polysemous word, the meaning(s) they attribute to them may be different from the meanings attributed by another person. This finding entails that, while introspection may be an important tool for understanding word meaning, meanings identified by introspection are subject to variation across individuals. Consequently, the use of introspection alone as a means of studying word meaning may produce results that do not represent meanings held by other speakers. This finding is compatible with and adds to existing literature that problematises the utility of expert introspection in the description of linguistic – primarily syntactic – phenomena.

---

5 Burgeoning work on automatically annotated corpora may provide one solution to this problem. For example, Pasini and Navigli (2020) have developed Train-O-Matic, “a knowledge-based and language-independent approach that is able to provide millions of training instances annotated automatically with word meanings. The approach is fully automatic, i.e., no human intervention is required, and the only type of human knowledge used is a task-independent WordNet-like resource.”
4.4 The role of network visualisations in understanding polysemy

Levallois (2013) has questioned the utility of modularity values. Comparison of network modularity against an established metric, such as an agreement statistic, enables us to respond to this uncertainty. When based on the sentence-sorting data reported here, modularity values measure how closely the network’s communities correspond to all participants’ groups. The fact that modularity and agreement correlate is therefore unsurprising; if participants make different sorting decisions, which is quantified by the agreement scores, a network will not be able to accurately represent every participant’s groups but will instead produce something akin to an “average” of the groups all participants created. While this outcome is not particularly remarkable, it does indicate that modularity values, in this study at least, are meaningful measures. Indeed, if we take an agreement score of at least 0.8 as acceptable, following Neuendorf (2002), we might also argue that a network whose modularity value is 0.67 or higher might be useful for identifying, for example, the senses of a polysemous word.

When a network generated using sentence-sorting data has low modularity (e.g., under spatial T1), it seems counterintuitive that we might use that network to study characteristics of the polysemy of that word. However, networks of both high and low modularity may allow us to understand more about how, in the face of individual differences in word senses, communication nonetheless proceeds successfully. Since the membership of communities in the networks presented here are tentatively taken to represent word senses, networks may be useful for identifying coarse-grained senses that are used for “good enough” processing, regardless of their modularity. In high modularity networks, proximity between groups of well-defined communities might indicate that they could be collapsed into a coarse-grained sense. In low modularity networks, poorly differentiated communities might themselves reflect coarse-grained senses.

4.5 A new methodology for studying polysemy

The present study introduces a new methodology for studying the nature of polysemous words and their senses. It brings together sentence-sorting tasks, a little-known statistical model to measure inter-participant agreement in scenarios where participants create their own categories, and network visualisations. The data and analyses produced using this methodology are singly and collectively coherent. Inspection of individual participants’ sorting decisions, undertaken as a
quality check, strongly suggests that they took a systematic and decisive approach to organising the stimuli. Finally, network visualisations have an established place in the polysemy canon, but those posited to date result from introspective analysis. Network visualisations of the data reported here varied in their coherence, as measured by their modularity value. Crucially, though, this variance corresponded to the degree of inter-participant agreement in the dataset, and the greater the average agreement, the higher the network’s modularity. The study was replicated after two months to test the rigour of the methodology. If the methodology is reliable, we should expect to gather consistent results at both T1 and T2. This consistency was tested with paired samples t-tests, performed on pairwise inter-participant agreement and network modularity values. Although there was a significant difference in inter-participant agreement between T1 and T2, the difference was trivial. No significant difference in modularity values was found between T1 and T2.

The method appears to be replicable but requires replication by other scholars with their own data to further test its rigour. However, the findings presented here indicate that it might be a useful methodology for quantitative research on polysemy.

4.6 Automated word sense disambiguation

Automated WSD is a necessary component of a successful artificial intelligence system. Human introspection about word senses is harnessed to train supervised WSD algorithms, and to assess the disambiguation results. Traditionally, experts were the source of this introspection, but over the last fifteen years the discipline has increasingly drawn on crowd-sourced introspection, with or without input from experts. The data shown here problematise the utility not only of introspective analyses by experts, but also the role of naïve annotators’ introspection in the development of a word sense inventory. If individuals have different senses of a given word, how useful are their responses in trying to develop a gold standard?

Based on the findings presented here, I propose that fine-grained distinctions may not provide a useful tagging scheme, and that a fine-grained approach to word senses may never be fruitful, no matter how much training the algorithm receives, nor how many human participants (expert or otherwise) contribute to the training set and sense inventory. I would not, however, argue that good automated WSD algorithms based on an inventory compiled by human informants are impossible. Instead, I propose that coarse-grained senses are more useful. I reach this conclusion based on the conflicting realities of both individual differences in word senses, as observed here, and nonetheless effective communication between
individuals. I, therefore, offer an evidence-based argument compatible with Ide and Wilks' (2007) recommendation that computational WSD tasks do not use “the standard fine-grained division of senses” but focus instead on “broad discriminations” (p. 47). This idea has recently been formalised by Lacerra et al. (2020). The authors bring together two resources used widely in WSD research: Roget’s Thesaurus, with its 1,075 categories, and WordNet, known for its fine-grained senses. The authors produced an inventory of ‘labels’ comprising groups of Roget’s categories, mapped to WordNet synsets. This inventory, which they named the Coarse Sense Inventory (CSI), resulted in better inter-annotator agreement and better WSD system performance than another coarse sense inventory (BabelDomains) and a fine-grained inventory (WordNet). The resulting inter-annotator agreement levels indicate that human disambiguation is achieved at a coarse level, in line with Ide and Wilks’ (2007) argument. However, Lacerra et al.’s (2020) model still relies on human introspection. A solution to this problem might come in the form of a model, such as a network, that collapses fine-grained senses emerging from automatically annotated training corpora, such as Pasini and Navigli’s (2020) Train-O-Matic, into increasingly coarse ones. Where a fine-grained sense tag is consistently inaccurate, such a model provides an alternative, coarser-level sense; alternatively, it might suggest a different fine-grained sense that is subsumed under the same coarse sense.

5 Conclusions

Cognitive linguists have shown an enduring interest in individual differences and polysemy, but not in the prospect of individual differences in polysemy. This gap exists even though data gathered using WSD methods suggests that speakers appear to have different senses of polysemous words. This article is intended to address the gap in cognitive linguistic literature using an investigation firmly situated in the field’s theoretical and methodological traditions. It asks whether individuals have different senses of a given polysemous word, and whether we can combine three established tools typically used in isolation to build a robust and replicable methodology for understanding polysemy. The methodology developed, drawing together open sentence-sorting tasks, a rarely used statistical model, and network visualisation, appears to be a useful way of exploring phenomena in polysemy. In this case, it indicated that there may be individual differences in word senses. The methodology requires replication, and further work is needed to understand the factors that shape these differences. Nonetheless, the data gathered in this study adds further weight to Kidd et al.’s (2018) suggestion that individual differences pervade the entire linguistic system.
As an example of linguistic categorisation, research on polysemy promises to make a substantial contribution towards our understanding of the relationship between language and cognition. This research had a narrow theoretical aim, to understand whether word senses, like other linguistic phenomena, are subject to individual differences. I argue here that they are. If replication using other data sustains this argument, we can then explore the implications of these individual differences for other unresolved questions about polysemy, such as how senses are related, and what theoretical model of categorisation best describes their representation.
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